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This is the 10-year anniversary of the State Board of Education special committee report that 

outlined the Essential Programs and Services funding formula. Put into practice in 2005, the law 

remains controversial and debate continues about whether it is achieving its purpose of 

equitable funding and opportunity or needs to be changed. 

 

Review of EPS: Has the funding formula done its job? 
When the Essential Programs and Services funding formula was adopted by the Legislature in 

2003, it was designed to ensure all schools had “adequate” resources to provide a core education  

and was never intended to define everything school districts had to pay for a comprehensive 

program. 

The formula attempts to break down a basic education into component parts – from teacher 

salaries to supplies. It defines what it should cost to make sure each child in the state meets the 

standards in eight content areas outlined in the Maine Learning Results, spanning English and 

math to physical education and visual and performing arts. 

Left out of the mix is the lion’s share of the cost for school sports and other extra-curricular 

activities and there is no allocation for the school lunch program. 

The formula also favors larger schools, according to some administrators, because small schools 

cannot meet the student-to-teacher ratios defined under EPS, particularly for specialty classes 

like foreign languages, nor can they achieve the economies of scale needed to operate and 

maintain their buildings on what the formula provides. 

“What it isn’t is a representative model of how to fund small schools in rural areas,” said Scott 

Vaitones, the business manager for MSAD 40 in Knox County and president of the Maine 

Association of School Business Officials. “Small schools in many rural towns are the heart and 

soul of the communities and there is value in that.” 

Michael Cormier, superintendent of MSAD 9, a large rural district based in Farmington, and 

chairman of the Maine School Superintendents Association Funding Committee, agrees. 

“It treats school funding in a rural state under the assumption that one size fits all,” Cormier said. 

“The model inadequately addresses the unique features of the state.” 

Even one of the funding formula’s key authors says it doesn’t cover the wide range of courses, 

like advance placement, designed to challenge all students. 

             



             

            

“If your charge is to take kids as far as they can go, that’s beyond the Learning Results,” and by 

extension beyond what is covered under EPS, says Dr. David Silvernail, director of the Center 

for Education Policy, Applied Research and Evaluation at the University of Southern Maine. 

 “If you’re talking about a comprehensive school program, it does not define that,” he said. “If all 

EPS amounts were right, by some magic, it still will not be sufficient to provide a comprehensive 

program.” 

Jim Rier of the state Department of Education agrees. 

 “If school districts aren’t exceeding EPS by 5 or 6 percent than they’re underfunding 

education,” Rier said. 

What the formula does, both men agree, is to say that regardless of where a child lives, he or she 

should have access to a core set of programs.  

 “I don’t think it’s perfect,” Silvernail said, but it’s better than the pre-EPS days when school 

funding was at best arbitrarily based on how much money was available. It also allows the state 

to recognize that some students need more help than others to succeed. 

 

EPS as a Spending Cap 

While EPS was designed as a funding model, many say the formula was hijacked in 2005 to 

serve as a spending cap.  

It was incorporated that year into a bill – known as LD1 – that the Legislature passed to honor a 

citizen referendum to have the state pick up 55 percent of the cost of education. That goal has 

never been met and the state’s share is now projected to be as low as 45 percent in fiscal year 

2011. 

Some speculate that incorporating EPS as a spending cap into LD 1 was payback by the 

administration for the referendum it had vehemently opposed. 

It is now used annually in a report produced by the State Planning Office that says school 

districts are the worst offenders of over-spending because they exceed EPS-defined costs.  

In reality, a majority of school districts were over EPS when the cap was adopted and that trend 

continues, with 80 percent over in fiscal year 2007, and 82 percent in 2008 . 

In fiscal year 2009, the report says, 88 percent exceeded EPS, but that was after the Legislature 

altered the funding formula to save $36 million in order to help balance the budget.  To save that 

much on the state side, the Legislature cut the cost of education as defined by EPS by $66 

million.  

With the overall base or EPS-defined cost of education reduced, more schools exceeded EPS 

costs. 

By contrast, the caps on state, county and local spending adopted as part of LD1 started with 

what was being spent in fiscal year 2005, with room for growth every year. Those annual growth 

allowances range from around 3 percent for state government, 4.8 percent for municipalities and  

4.9 percent for counties. 



             

School districts, on the other hand, not only had to start with a base that most already were 

exceeding, but increases in EPS have been limited. 

In fiscal year 2007, the total cost of education as defined by EPS was increased by 2 percent over 

the previous year, and in fiscal year 2008, it went up 3 percent. In fiscal year 2009, however, –

the year the Legislature cut education aid to help balance the budget – EPS was cut by 1 percent.  

According to the State Planning Office, those school administrative units exceeding EPS in fiscal 

year 2009 were over cumulatively by 12.8 percent. District by district, with 266 units reporting, 

the numbers show: 

-  27 units were under EPS 

- 6 were at EPS 

- 20 were between 2 to  5 percent over 

- 39 were 6 to 10 percent over 

- 71 were 11 to 20 percent over 

- 76 were 21 to 50 percent over 

- 27 were 51 percent over or more. 

(Go to http://www.maine.gov/spo/economics/ld1/spendingrevenuedata/schools.htm and click on 

2008-2009 School Budgets - Over/Under 100% EPS for a complete list of all districts.) 

 

The argument that schools are overspending if they are over EPS is being invoked more 

frequently in these tough economic times. The irony is the formula was developed to make sure 

districts were spending enough on education, not to serve as a spending cap. 

 

Origins of EPS 

The EPS formula was recommended in 1999 by a special committee named by the State Board 

of Education. Its charge was to develop a new approach to funding K-12 education “to insure all 

schools have the programs and services that are essential if all students are to have equitable 

educational opportunities to achieve the Learning Results.” 

Those Learning Results outline what students should know in eight content areas – English; 

Health and Physical Education; Mathematics; Science and Technology; Social Studies; Career 

and Education Development; Visual and Performing Arts; and World Languages. 

EPS then breaks down how much it should cost, per student, to provide that adequate education. 

The special committee report did not say from where the money should come. 

 “The important issues of how much of the necessary funding should come from the state, how 

much from the local communities, and what is the appropriate tax policy for raising funds were 

beyond the scope of its work,” the committee wrote. When the EPS formula was finally voted 

into law in 2003, it still did not have a funding source; that would come two years later when a 

state referendum supported by the Maine Municipal Association and statewide education 

associations forced the Legislature to adopt a goal of 55 percent state funding by fiscal year 2010 



– a promise many state officials and legislators now say cannot be kept, at least not in the near 

term. 

Those who want to back away from the state’s commitment to funding 55 percent of K-12 

education are saying the cost is not clearly defined.       

The opposite is true. 

EPS is very formula driven, and while it does not cover everything, the formula generates an 

almost down-to-the-penny statewide cost for education, adjusted annually for inflation. 

 

Public Misunderstanding 

It is easy to muddy the water on EPS because the public does not understand the school funding 

formula and how the costs are shared. 

EPS defines the state recognized cost of education, which is split between the state and local 

property taxpayers. That split, statewide, was 53 percent state funded and 47 percent locally 

funded in fiscal year 2009 that ended June 30, but the actual split varies dramatically town-by-

town depending on local enrollment and property values. 

Minimum receivers, for example, get as little as 6 percent of their educational costs covered by 

state aid, while some communities get as much as 82 percent. 

How much the state pays versus local property taxpayers starts first with the state determining 

through EPS what the cost of education will be for the coming fiscal year. 

In fiscal year 2009, for example, the total cost of education was determined to be $1.8 billion. 

The split was $983 million from the state and $837 million from the locals. 

The state then determines what mill rate would be needed to raise the local share on a statewide 

level. That rate is based on a state valuation done by the Maine Revenue Service, using recent 

property sales to determine apple-to-apple valuations for all municipalities. (Go to  

www.maine.gov/revenue/propertytax/sidebar/state_valuation_history.htm to see a complete list.) 

In fiscal year 2009, the statewide mill rate needed was 6.55. 

Under the EPS law, cities and towns are required to raise the minimum mill rate to support their 

schools in order to get state aid. Those that can cover their school budgets with less than the 

required mill rate – largely due to the high assessed value of their property – get minimal state 

aid in the form of a percentage of their special education costs. In fiscal year 2009, that 

percentage of special education costs covered was 45 percent. There currently are just over 80 

minimum receivers statewide. 

While the minimum mill rate system was designed to give more state aid to the communities that 

presumably need it most, those receiving less say the distribution formula is unfair. A town can 

be a minimum receiver, for example, because its property is assessed at a high rate, but the 

average income of year-round residents can be low. 

Using property valuations to determine a community’s ability to pay also means that when 

values go up year-over-year, state school aid goes down. 
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Others argue the mill rate system is a good faith attempt to eliminate disparities between what 

communities are spending per pupil. 

 

Paying for Teachers 

The largest component of EPS is made up of instructional costs, including the salary and benefit 

costs for teachers and other support staff.  The formula starts with the student count and then 

determines the number of teachers needed based on student-teacher ratios set in statute:  17:1 for 

elementary school; 16:1 for middle school; and, 15:1 for high school.  

Schools that have more teachers than the formula allows get less of an allocation per teacher. 

A complaint among administrators is the state counts teachers funded by the federal Title 1 

program for disadvantaged students when looking at student-teacher ratios, even though Title 1 

teachers are paid for with federal money and are supposed to provide extra help to those who 

need it. Including them in the count lowers a district’s student-teacher ratios and therefore means 

it gets less of an allocation. 

There are other student-staff ratios for education technicians; guidance staff; librarians; media 

assistants; health staff; principals and assistant principals; and clerical staff.  

(Go to http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/statutes/20-A/title20-Asec15676.html) 

How much each district gets per teacher and other staff varies by unit based on the staff’s years 

of experience and education level. The amount is further adjusted by what has become a very 

contentious regional adjustment based on Labor Market Areas (LMA). 

That adjustment allows the state to allocate more for teacher salaries in LMAs where higher 

salaries are paid. Critics say basing the regional adjustment on what teachers are currently paid 

assures that lower-paying districts will remain lower-paying because their allocation under EPS 

is lower. They also say it hampers their ability to recruit more experienced teachers. 

The regional cost adjustment also favors more populated parts of Maine, reinforcing the criticism 

that EPS favors urban over rural communities. The counter argument is that urban areas have a 

higher cost of living than rural areas and therefore salaries need to be higher. 

For example, starting with a base of 1.0 – representing the statewide average teacher salary – the 

Biddeford area gets allocations based on a salary cost index of 1.09 or 9 percent more than 

average. At the opposite end of the spectrum, the areas of Jonesport/Milbridge and 

Machias/Eastport have a salary cost index of .84 and therefore get 16 percent less than the 

average, with a spread of 25 percent from top to bottom.  

(Go to  http://www2.umaine.edu/mepri/sites/default/files/reviewofregionaladjustment.pdf and go 

to page 12 of the report for a complete list. The 2004-2005 Regional Adjustments are still in 

place.) 

Another complaint is the regional adjustment also is applied to health benefits even though the 

cost does not vary based on where districts are located. 

 

 

 



Other EPS Variables 

The per-student amount is weighted for four specialized groups of students, meaning the average 

student amount is increased by anywhere from 10 percent for a weight of 1.1 to 125 percent for a 

weight of 2.25, depending on the category. Those categories include: 

- Grade K-2 students with a weight of 1.1.  

- Economically Disadvantaged students with a weight of 1.15 

- Limited English Proficiency students with a weight ranging from 1.5 to 1.7 

- Special needs students, with a weight of 2.25 for each student for up to 15 percent of the 

student population and 1.38 for over 15 percent 

Special Education used to be funded based on previous-year expenditures, adjusted for inflation. 

Now the formula is driven by the number of students served, with fewer dollars allocated if more 

than 15 percent of the overall student population is identified as having special needs. Federal 

funding is deducted from the EPS allocation. 

The EPS formula also allocates a per student amount, adjusted for inflation, for other aspects of a 

school’s operation. Those allocations for fiscal year 2010 include:  

- $962 for operation and maintenance of the plant for K-8 and $1,143 for high school 

- $329 for supplies and equipment for K-8 and $455 for high school 

- $210 for system administration K-12 

- $93 for technology for K-8 and $281 for high school 

- $56 for professional development K-12 

- $41 for Standards Based Implementation for student assessment K-12 

- $32 for co-curricular and extra-curricular for K-8 and $108 for high school 

- $23 for Instructional Leadership Support K-12 

The allocations for K-2 students, technology and assessments are targeted, under the law.  For 

the technology allocation, for example, that means districts have to submit a plan to the 

commissioner of education on how the funds will be used in order to get state support. Other 

funds are allocated by category, but can be used where needed in the overall school budget. 

That leeway to allow local school districts to make the ultimate decision on how to spend most 

of their money was deliberate, according to the 1999 special committee report that endorsed 

EPS. 

“A key component of the recommendations is that most of the funding identified should be made 

available without any requirements as to how the funds are to be spent. The local school districts 

would make that decision,” the report said.  

There are several areas covered by EPS that still are driven, all or in-part, by what was spent in 

the previous year versus what the state says districts should be spending. 

The allocation for transportation uses a hybrid method that looks at the density of a district and 

the miles school buses travel versus what the district actually spent on transportation for the most  

 

            



recent year available. If 90 percent of the most recent year is higher than the allocation produced 

by the density/miles traveled formula, the district gets the 90 percent. 

Career and Technical Education (CTE) and the Gifted and Talented program are outside of the 

formula, and while there has been a discussion about bringing CTE under EPS, the state has been 

reluctant to do so because the allocation would be more than what currently is being spent. 

 

Looking Ahead 

The debate over whether EPS works as an equitable funding model continues today and will be 

the subject of legislative scrutiny when the 124th Legislature returns in January. 

As part of an annual review of aspects of the law, the Maine Education Policy Research Institute, 

which Dr. Silvernail co-directs, will be looking at some hot-button issues this fiscal year. 

Included in the list are: 

- A review of what CTE would look like if it were run through the EPS formula 

- A similar review for Gifted and Talented 

- An analysis of alternative methods – other than property values – of determining 

community wealth and ability to pay when distributing General Purpose Aid 

- The funding formula impact on shifts in GPA 

- The impact of the funding formula on student achievement 

The Education Committee also carried over a bill – LD #551, An Act to Improve the Essential 

Programs and Services Funding Formula – which is a concept draft that could be used to propose 

changes to the funding law based on concerns about its shortcomings. 

Perhaps the biggest threat to the law, as it now stands, is a drop in education aid, if state revenues 

continue to plummet. Lawmakers are about to start looking for ways to trim the budget in the 

current fiscal year, and a cut in school aid in the $60-million range already is being discussed in 

fiscal year 2011.  

Without money to support the state’s share of what EPS says districts should be spending, at 

minimum, on education, it is not clear whether the vision of the creators of the formula back in 

1999 will ever be attained. 
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